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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter _________ ________ _ m foot (or mile) ___ _____ _ ft (or mi) Time ____ ____ t second ___ ________ _____ _ s second (or hour) _____ __ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram ____ _ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ lb 
Power __ _____ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
--- ---- ---
horsepower __ ___ _____ _ hp 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hOuL _____ kph miles per hour _____ ___ mph meters per second ____ __ _ mps feet per second ____ ____ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft[sec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=m.P. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
'II Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "stu.n&trd" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 Ib/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD.= Ds 
' g 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP= ~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= ::s 
't.. Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
~, Angle of st abilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Q Resultant moment 
n Resultant angular velocity 
R Reynolds number, ;J!!:. where l is a linear dimen-
J.L 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
ex Angle of attack 
E Angle of downwl1sh 
a o Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
at Angle of attack, induced 
aa Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
'Y Flight-path angle 
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REPORT No. 866 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FULL-FLOATING JOURNAL BEARING 
By 11. C. SHAW and T. J. I U SSDORFER, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
An analysi oj the operating characteri tics oj a jull-floating-
joumal beaTing, a beaTing in which a floating sleeve is located 
between the joumal and bearing surfaces, is presented together 
with charts jr'om which the performance oj such bearings may be 
predicted. E xamples are pre ented to illustrate the u e oj these 
chart and a limited number oj experiment conducted upon a 
glass jull-floating bearing aTe repOTted to verify some _:results of 
the analysis . 
The fl oating leeve can operate over a wide range oj speeds j or 
a given shajt speed; the exact value principally depends on the 
ratio oj clearances and on the ratio oj radii oj the bearing. 
L ower operating temperature at high rotative speeds are to be 
expected by using a jull-floating bearing than by use oj a con-
ventional bea7'ing. Thi lower operating temperatuTe would be 
obtained at the expense oj the load-carrying capacity oj the 
bearing if, for compari on, the clearances remain the same in 
both bearing. 1 jull-floating bem'ing having the same load 
capacity as a conventional joumal bea7'ing may be de igned if 
decreased clearances are allowable. 
I TRODUCTIO 
The recen t u e of high-speed turbines and compre SOl' has 
caused mu h intere t in bearings and other machine clemen t 
that arc suitable for high- peed u e. Overheating of journal 
bearing, which is often enco un tered in high- peed operation, 
i generally alleviated by increasing the clearance to induce 
a greater oil flow . An increase in clearance, however , may 
have objectionable effects, such as a deere a e in load- arrying 
capacity or an increase in the tendency for oil-film whiI-l 
(ref mnces 1 and 2) . 
The full-floating journal bearing (fig. 1) present a mean 
of inerea ing the oil flow without increasing the clearance 
between adjacent mating urfaces . A floating leeve between 
the haft and the bearing urIace provides two channel 
through which the oil may flow. A conventional journal 
bearing and a full-floatinO' bearing with greatly eXRO'O'crated 
clearances are chematically hown in fig ure 2. The full-
floating bearing is capable of much greater oil flow and hence 
hould have better coolinO' characteristics for the same 
clearance between sliding urface. The total allowable 
deflection of t he journal rela tive to the OLlLer bearing hOLl mg 
819347-49 
\\rill be greater , however , for a full-floating bearing than for 
an "equivalent" journal bearing. An equivalent journal 
bearing denotes a con ventional jourl1nl bearing having th e 
same shaft diameter and the arne clearance as the inner 
clearance of the full-Hoating beariI1g excep t a noted el e-
wher. The visco ity of the oil and the uni t bearing load 
arc al 0 as Ulned eq ual. 
The origin of the full-Hoaling bearing i no t known. 
todola (refe]'ence 3) men tions th e u c of a mulLisleeve 
beariIlg on a Parsons steam turbine; th e function of this 
~ -flooling sleeve ~Oil supply 
l'W UIlE I.- Pull-lloating journal bearing. 
Floa fm g sleeve- -.. 
,-- -Shaft - --, 
Convenfional be ar ing Full- floatmg bearin9 
PIGURE 2.-Diagrammatic representation 01 conventional and lull-Cloating journal bearings 
operating und er load. 
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construction was to dampen the vibration from an un-
balanced ro tor. F rom 1920 to 1930, full-floating bearing 
were u ed extensively by the Bri tish in the comlecting rods 
of Bri tol aircraft engincs . Orloff di cusses the tcmperature 
characteristics of the full-floating bearing in reference 4. 
Floating-type multiple-oil-film bearings are described in 
reference 5 and 6. Experiments by Ferretti (reference 7) 
indicate that under light loads a needle bearing fun ctions as 
a full-floa ting bearing; the needles tend to rotate as a unit 
l'ather than to roll . 
Pu blish d information on the operating characteristics of 
th full-floating bearing is incomplete and in some cases 
misleading. An analytical study of the full-floa ting bearing 
wa th erefore made at the AOA Oleveland laboratory 
during 1946 to determine better the operating characteri tics 
of this type of bearing. A full-flo ating bearing may be u ed 
wi th two general types of load : a unidirectional load and a 
rotating load. The theory is dev loped for a bearing 
subj ected Lo a unidirectional load and char ts are presented 
for use in the design of uch bearing . The manner in 
which the e charts may be used for bearings subj ected to a 
rotating load is also pre ented . Experiments usina a glass 
bearing were included in thi investigation to check some 
of Lhe general results of the analysis. 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in the computation of 
Lhe theoretical and Lhe xperimental analyses: 
c radial c1 aran b tw en journal and bearing ur-
faces, (in .) 
c1l pecific heat of oil at constant pressure 
E total work done per unit time in shearing oil film, 
((in.) (1b) /sec) 
e eccentri ci ty of journal relative to bearing, (in.) 
H heat generated per unit time in shearing oil film , 
(B tu/sec) 
h flim th iclmess at any point in oil film, (in.) 
L a}..rial length of bearing, (in.) 
N speed, (rpm) 
n 
p 
p 
Q 
r 
S 
8 
T 
b.t 
U 
u 
w 
x, y, z 
. 1 e attltuc e, -
c 
uni t bearing load on projected area, (1b/sq in.) 
pressure at any point in oil film, (lb/sq in.) 
oil flow, Ccu in. / ec) 
radius, (in. ) 
Sommerfeld number 
shear stre at any point in oil film, (1b/ q in.) 
fri ction torque, Cin.-Ib) 
temperature rise in oil film, (OF ) 
boundary velocity in positive-x direction, (in. /sec) 
velocity of particle of oil in po itive-x direction . 
(in '; ec) 
bearing load, (lb) 
axe of rectangular system of coordinates 
temperature criterion, (K)/(fi~) 
fJ , r, z cylindrical coordinates (See appendix.) 
I-' vi cosity of lubri cation, Teyns or (lb-sec/sq in.) 
cf> attitude angle (Sec appendix.) 
Subscripts: 
e equivalent journal bearing 
j fu ll-floating journal bearing 
jf fu ll-floating journal bearing with restrained sleeve 
For conven tional journal bearing: 
b bearing 
J journal 
For full-floating bearing with unidirectional load: 
o haft surface 
1 inner surfa ce of floating sleeve 
2 ou tel' surface of floating sl eve 
3 tationary bearing surface 
For full-floating bearing with rotating load: 
o outer bearing surface 
1 outer surface of floating leeve 
2 inner urface of floating leeve 
3 shaft surface 
THEORY 
Two load-carrying oil films are associated vith a full-
floa ting journal bearing ubj ected to a unidirectional load: 
one in contact with the inner sw'face of the flottting sleeve, 
the other in contact with the outer mface. Viscou heal' 
in the imler oil film tends to make the floa ting leeve ro tate 
with the jOUl'nal ; whereas hear in the outer oil film tends to 
r etard this rotation. The floating sleeve is t hu subj ected 
to two torque of opposite sense, which cause this sleeve to 
rotate at an equilibrium velocity between tbe velocity of the 
journal and that of the stationary bearing. 
Floating-sleeve speed.- The curves of figure 3 arc CO b 
structed from eq uations (A25) , (A27), and (A2 ) derived 
in the appendix. From these curves, the ratio of the speed 
of the floating sleeve to that of the jOUl'nal Nl /No may be 
determined for any ratio of clearances C2 / Cl, ratio of radii 
r2/TJ, and ommerfeld number So (reference 8, pp. 23- 26, 
119- 121) 
wher e 
(1) 
So i the ommerfcld number when the sleeve is a "umed fixed . 
Heat generated in full-floating bearing .- Energy is dissi-
pated as heat in overcoming the viscous re istance to hear 
in any hydrodynamic bearing. In normal operation, most 
of tbe heat thus developed is carried away by t he oil as it 
flows from the end of the bearing. In high-speed operation, 
a high equilibrium temperatw-e generally results. Compari-
son of the amount of heat generated in a full-floating bearing 
with that produced in an equivalent jomnal bearing is there-
fore desirable. 
All work done in shearing the two oil films of a full-floating 
bearing must be supplied by the rotating shaf t. The total 
work Er that is absorbed by the two oil films per unit t ime is 
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therefore equal to the prod uct of the fr iction force acting on 
the inner joumal and the velocity of thi journal. From 
equation (A17), 
E _[nICI W' +( 27f/ll'oL ) ( 27fl'oNo 27ftINI)] (27fl'oNo) " 1_ - sm4> ---- - -- ---2ro C1 -.,I1 -n12 60 60 60 
(2) 
The corresponding quantity for an equivalen t jOlU'nal bearing 
IS 
E = [ neCe TXT ' +( 27r J1.1'oL ) ( 27rToN o) ] ( 27rToN o) o 2 ' YV SI ll 4> 0 --2 60 60 
1 0 Co I -no (3) 
The ratio of the total heat generated in the full-floating 
bearing to that developed in an equivalent joumal bearing 
is tb en 
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FIGURE 3.-V al·iaLion of speed ratio with Sommerfeld number fOI' fu ll-floating bearing. 
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The following equation is compu ted by making N o= No, 
c.=Co, and T.=1'0 ~1'l and applying equation (A24), (A26), 
and (A27) of the appendL,{ to equation (4) : 
H I = 15n l (l-nI2) + 7r2(2S.-SI) / l -n/ 
H e 15n e(l-n/) + 7r 2S e -y I -n12 (5) 
A number of curve showing the variation of the rat io of 
heat generated HI/H. with the Sommerfeld number Se are 
given in figure 4. These curves were obtained by use of 
equation (5) and the speed-ratio cu rves of figure 3. 
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FIGURE 4.- Variation of ratio of heat generated in full-floating bearing to beat generated in 
equi va lent journal bearing wil.,h ommcrfcld number. 
Flow of lubricant through full-fl oating bearing.- In gen-
eral , the two oil films in a fu ll-floating bearing together per -
mit more oil to flow than the ingle film in an equivalent 
bearing. In order to evaluate the relative flow through the e 
two bearings, it is first n ecessary to obtain an expre sion for 
the flow between two close-fi tting cylinders with parallel 
axes. 
Orloff (refer ence 4) gives the following expression for the 
flow between two parallel eccentric cylinders (with a change 
of notation and units) : 
(6) 
In this equation, the supply pressm e p is assumed to b e 
con tant along the periphery of the bearing. In an actual 
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hearing, the pre m e change from point to point around the 
b earing; for thi ca e p is a funetion of e and equation (6) 
doc not trictly apply . If th e varia t ion of pre ure around 
the equivalent and full-floating oil [-Urns is assumed to be 
the arne, however , then to a Q'ood approximation the pres-
ure may be canceled from th e num erator and the denomi-
nator of th e expression for th e ratio of flow through the two 
bearings. Thus 
Qr ~ ~~p (l + l.5n I2) +~ ~(1 + 1.5nl) 
Qe = fi T~fp (1 + 1.571/) (7) 
(1 + l.571 12) +(~) G~Y (1+ l. 5n22) 
1 + 1.5n.2 ( ) 
Curv hO\\'ing the Yal'iation of oil-flow ratio'" Q,/Q. \\' ith 
ommed eld number e are given in figure 5. The e curves 
were obtained by u e of equation ( ) and th e peed-rat io 
cmve of figure 3. 
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bearing wit h Sommerfeld number. 
Temperature criterion for full·floating bearing.- The oper-
ating tempera tm e of a b earing is, in O'eneml, cl ep nd ent upon 
two quantities : th e amount of heat generated in the b earing 
and the quantity of lubricant flowing throu O'h the bearing to 
carry thi heat a\yay. everal other factors, such a be 
sp ecific h ea t of th lubricant and th e temperature differ ence 
between the oil and the bearing surface, also influence the 
resulting bearing t emp ra tme but to a Ie e1' degree. 
The operating tempera tme of a full-flo ating bearing can 
he compared to that of an equivalent jomnal bearing by 
mean of a factor called the t emperature criterion . In any 
b earing problem , it i approximately correct to assume that 
th e heat generated i equal to the heat l' moved b cau se mo t 
of the hea t i cani d away by the oil. The following 
equation may therefore be written: 
where the oil- tcmperature rise t::,t is proportional to the 
bearing-tempera ture ri e. Therefore, 
From equations (5) and ( ), 
(10) 
rrhe operating tempera Lure of the equi alent bC'aring will be 
'Y time the operating temperature of the full-floating bear-
ing under the same condi tion . Curve howillg th e varia-
tion of the temperature criterion with ommerfeld number are 
given in figure 6. 
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FlGL'RE 6.- Yarialion of tempcrature cri tcrion with Sommerfeld number. 
Operating characteristics of lightly loaded bearings .- The 
opera ting chara cteristics of the full-floating bearing are of 
particular interes t at '-ery high v alu of omm d eld number, 
ina much as uch beal'in O' a1' generally u ed at high peed . 
Value of peed ra tio and temperature cri terion arc therefore 
given in figure 7 for an unloaded bearing, which is equivalen t 
to a bearing operating with a high value of ommerfeld 
number. 
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APPAR ATUS AND PROCED URE 
A pho tograph of the apparatus used to check part of Lhe 
foregoing analysis of the full-flo ating bearing is shown in 
figure 8. The test shaft wa supported by two standard, 
elf-aIming, ball-bearing pillow blocks with the journal 
midway between the e upporting bearings. The brass 
floating sleeve had a central circumferential oil groove 
%2 inch wide by Ys4 inch deep on the in ide and ou tside 
surfaces. Six symmetrically paced radial holes connected 
the outer and inner oil grooves. The outer bearing was made 
of precision-bore glas tubing ground to a clo e tolerance; 
an inspection of the exten t and condition of the oil film could 
therefore be made under operating conditions. In all experi-
ment , the pre sure of the inlet oil supplied to the groove 
through a hole in the glass bearing was maintained constant 
at 15 pounds per square inch. 
Tlnee ful l-floating bearings of the following dimensions 
were used: 
Braring 
A D c 
------------.------1·---------
Journal diameter, (in .) ........... .. ....... .. ......... . 
Diameter of floating sleeve, (in.): 
Inside .......... .. ...... ... ........................ . 
Outside ...... . ...................... . ....... . ...... . 
Diameter of glass bearing, (in .): 
Inside ... .. .... . .......................... ....... . 
Radial bearing clearance, (in.): Inner, CI . ______ ___ ___ ____ __ • __ _______ ___ _ _____ ___ _ 
Outo)', C2 ____ __ __ _________ • _______ _____ ___ ____ ____ _ 
R atio of clearances, C2/CI _______________ __ _____________ _ 
Ratio of radii, n/r1 __ __ _______ _________ __ _____ ________ _ 
Dmring length, L , (in.) ....... .. .................... .. 
RaUo of bearing length ('0 journal diamcLrJ' __________ _ 
1.5286 
1. 5-325 
1. 9975 
2.0013 
.0019 
.0019 
1.00 
1. 30 
1. 705 
1.12 
1. 5242 
1. 5266 
I. 9973 
2.00 l3 
.0012 
.0020 
J. £li 
1. 30 
1. 750 
1.15 
1. 5242 
1. 5325 
· 1.9975 
2.0013 
.0042 
.00l 
.43 
1. 30 
1. 705 
1.12 
Ina much as gla wa used a one of the bearing materials, 
it was thought advisable to limi t the applied load to relatively 
low values. Failme of the bearing a indicated by stoppage 
of the floa ting leeve could, however, be caused at any value 
of load by gradually reducing the speed of the shaft. The 
bearing ,vas always loaded uniclirectionally by means of a 
lever as shown in figure 8; the range of load was from 0 to 
50 pounds. The test shaft was driven at speed ranging 
from 150 to 5000 rpm. The speed of the floating leeve was 
determined by inspection uncleI' a sLroboscoP lC light of 
variable frequency. A few runs were made to check the 
effect of ratio of clearances upon speed ratio for an unloadcd 
bearing and also to check the effect of bearing load upon 
peed ratio . In all runs the eft'ective vi cosity of the lubri-
cant was mainta ined at 3 X 10- 6 reyns (SAE 10 oil at 125 0 F) . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N 
FULL· FLOATI NG B EA RI NG W I TH UNIDIRECT IONA L LO AD 
Floating· sleeve speed,- The floating sleeve of a full-
floating bearing can operate over a wiel e range of speeds for 
a given shaft speed; the exa t value principally depend on 
the ratio of clearances and on the ratio of radii of Lhe bear-
ing. Except for low values of ommerfelcl number, which 
are avoided in practice, the peed ratio VI /No i independ ent 
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of Sommerfeld number (fig. 4) . Figure 7 may therefore 
be used for lightly loaded ' bearing as well a for bearings 
operating without load. The three data point shown in 
figure 7 were ob tained using three unloaded full-Hoa ting 
bearings, each having a ratio of radii of 1.3. Two ofhese 
points are een to fall very close to the analytically detel'-
mined solid curve, but the one corre ponding to the larger 
ratio of clearances is somewhat below the theoretical curve. 
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FIGURE 9.- Comparison of experimental and analytically determined vai lles of speed ratio 
at different va lu s of Sommerfeld number. Ratio of radii n/'" 1.30. 
Experimentally determined value of speed ratio are 
hown in figure 9 plotted again t Sommerfeld number for 
full-floating bearings A and C, whieh have ratios of clear-
ances of 1.00 and 0.43, respectively. The experimental 
points lie close to the analytically d termined solid curve 
over a wide range of loads in the ca e of the bearing C. The 
points for the bearing A, however , deviate from the theor'eti-
cal curve at low valu es of ommerfeld number. Similar 
runs were made on bearing B having a ratio of clearance of 
1.67 , but these points were irreproducible unless the bearing 
was operating completely unloaded. The experimen tal re-
sults indicate that the analytically deLermined curves approx-
imately represent the performance to be expected from a 
ligh tly loaded full-floating bearing. The bearing with a 
large ratio of clearance tend to b un Labl when operated 
under load. 
Extent of oil fllm.- Ob ervation of the outer oil film 
through the glass bearing under operating eonditions corre-
sponding to those of the foregoing experiment showed the 
oil film to be continuou at all point when the bearing was 
loaded. As load wa gradually applied , however , the film 
becam e progressively dis ontinuo us in the region beyond the 
point of closest approach in the direction of rotation. The 
rupture of the oil film, when the jomnal moves eceentrically, 
i due to the tendency for high negaLive pressures to be 
formed in the region where the surfaces are diverging. Be-
cause a film cannot with tand tension, it will break when a 
negative pressure develops. Ina much a the analysis as-
sumed a complete oil film to exi t at all times, failure of this 
as ump tion to be complrtely reali zed could accoun t for the 
limited discrepancy existing between the experimental and 
calculated data. 
Temperature characteristics .- Le s total heat is generated 
in the two oil films of a full-floating bearing than is generated 
in the single oil film of an equivalent jOUI'nal bearing. Trns 
fa t is evident from the CUI've of figW'e 4. In addition, fig-
ur - how that the total oil How through th two clearanc 
space of a full-floating bearing is alway greater than that 
tlu'ough the single clearance space of the conven tional bear-
ing. These two characteri tic of the full-floating bearing 
make its use of par ticular intere t in high-speed applications 
where the operating temperature is an impor tant considera-
t ion. The tempcratUI'e criterion offer a convenient means 
of evaluating the combined influence of an inerea e in flow 
and a decrease in bearing fr iction on the operating tempera-
tme of the bearing. Fl'om figm 6 the temperatlll'e criterion 
is seen to be alway greater than 1 and hence the full-floating 
bearing is an advantageous design under all operating con-
di tions so far as bearing temperatme i concerned . 
Load capaeity .- The full-floating bem'ing is con idered to 
fail when the speed ratio i either 0 01' 1. This condition of 
failme does not mean that the full-floating bearing a a unit 
has eized to the housing becau e the uni t may continue to 
operate a a conventional jOUI'nal bearing, with eizme ex-
istinO' between only one of the pail' of mating W'faces. The 
full-floating bearing failed at the outer surface before it 
failed at the inner sW'face in all ca es . A comparison of the 
Sommerfeld number for the two oil film should indicate 
which surface failed fir t. 
From equations (A27) and (A28) 
(11) 
If this ratio is greater than 1, the outer bearing surface should 
fail before the inner surface. For bearings A and B the 
value of the ratio 8 1/8 2 was greater than 1. The value of 
this ratio for bearing C was 0.63 but it also failed on the 
out ide sW'face. This incon istency between the theoretical 
and experimental r es ults may be explained by con ideration 
of several unknown variable not taken into account: namely, 
deflection of the floating sleeve, dil·t in oil, different vi cosity 
of the oil in each oil film , and difference in coefficients of 
friction of the bearing materials. Equation (11) hows that, 
if the floating sleeve is thick h lrl large) and the outer clear-
ance C2 is small r elative to the inn er clearance, the bearing 
may be made to fail on the iilller surface fu'st. Bearings of 
practical proportions, however, hould fail first on the outer 
mface. 
Inasmuch as the floating sleeve of a full-floating bearing is 
actuated by a fluid drive rather than by a po itive mechan-
icallinkage, it may fail to rotate under certain ci.rcumstance . 
When the shaft tar ts to rotate, the floating sleeve will fail 
to rotate if the boundary fri ction between the inner bearing 
smface is considerably Ie s th an that between the outer 
bear ing sm-iace . In general, the tarting fri ction between 
these two sets of smfaces will be about the same, but the 
presence of a small amount of di.rt between the outer bearing 
smface may increase the star ting friction in this region to 
a value high enough to prevent the floating sleeve from. ro-
tating. If metal-to-metal contac exists between the outer 
bearing smface at the ame time that a hydrodynamic film 
exists between the inner surface , the hydrodynamic film will 
be incapable of transmitting sufficient torque to the floating 
leeve to ov rcom th high starting friction between the 
outer sW'faces. This difficulty should be con idered par-
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t icularly when the bearing is subj ected to a unidirectional 
load . In order to achieve normal operation of the bearing, 
it is necessary to r emove the load and to allow suffi cient 
t ime for an oil flim to be e tabli hed. A m echanical dis-
t urbance uch as vibration wi ll hor ten the time l"f'q uired 
to e tablish this oil film. 
The failure of the fu ll-floatin o- bearing to function properly 
at all time when star ted from re t i a decided disadvantage. 
The choi e of proper bearing mat rials to be used on inner 
and outer bearing surface, however , can mitigate this cliffi-
culty. The materiaJs for th e outer mating Lu·face hOllld 
of reI' low friction und er boundary condition of lubrication 
and a1 0 have good embeddability. The bearing material 
of the inner mating urfaces should offer high frictional re-
sistan e tmder boundary conditions and hollid not h ave a 
good emb ddability, inasmu ch as the presen ce of dirt bet'ween 
the e surfaces will augment the frictional resistance, which 
cau es the floating sleeve to ro tate. For example, aluminum 
migh t be used again t steel for the inner bearing surface 
an 1 lead against steel for the outer bearing urface . 
F ailure of the floa ting sleeve may al 0 be caused by starv-
ing one of the oil film. Proper bearing design and ufficient 
oil pre sure will prevent failure of this nature. 
When load capacities arc compared, the ba is of the com-
pari on is the equivalent journal bearing, as previou ly d -
fined. The low operating temperature of the full-floating 
bearing may, however, allow smaller clearances between 
adj acent surfaces than were neces ary for the conventional 
journal bearing. In thi ca e, replacemen t of the conven-
tiona l bearing with a full-floating bearing h aving a load 
capacity equal to or greater than the conventional jOllTnal 
bearing would be po sible. 
Floating-sleeve whirl.- Oil-film whirl or shaft wh.irl i 
generally cau ed by the action of the oil when the bearing i 
support ing ligh t loads at peeds above the critical peed of 
t he shaft. I t i undesirable becau e severe vibration and 
bearing fa ilures often result. The floating sleeve was ob-
served to whirl in the direct ion of journal rotation at shaft 
peed a low as 50 rpm " 'hen unloaded. The circumferen-
tial movem ent of the poin t of close t approach betwccn Lhe 
flo aLillg leeve and the glass bearing wa q nite distillct when 
the fluorescen t lubricant was ob erved by mean of "black 
light. " With bearing B, the rotative speed of the point of 
clo esL approach was found to vary from 0.329 to 0.717 times 
the floatin g- leeve speed as the floa ting- leeve speed varied 
from 217 to 630 rpm. The whirl peed i not one-half the 
criLical sp cd of the m chanical system as it has b en re-
ported (references 1 and 2) to bc in conven tional high-speed 
bearing. The whirling charactel'i tics of the floa ting leeve 
of a full-OoaLing bearing should be thoroughly investigaLed. 
The proper choice of grooving in the urface of a full-
floaLin g bearing may prevent (hi prenomenon. 
Use of full -floating -bearing charts,- An example i pre-
ent d to illu trate the use of the fu ll-floating-bearing chart 
pres nted in figures 3 to 6. In order to illu trate the im-
portanc of the relation between the inner and ou ter clear-
ance of a full-floating bearing, five bearings of various ar-
rangements of cl aI'ance are analyzed. R eprcsentative 
operating eharacteri tic of these five full-floa ting bearings 
as applied to a rotor of a compressor-turbin e power plant are 
presented in table 1. 
T BLE I- REPRESENTATIVE OPERATING CHARA 'TERIS-
TICS OF FULL-FLOATING BEARI TG 
Dearing 
3 4 
------------1--- - -----------
Assumpt ions: 
Journal specd , No, (rpm) ............ . 
Viscosity, 1' , (rcyns) .... ___ ...... _ .. _ 
U nit bearing load, P ,. (lb/sQ in .) .... .. 
Dearing length, L, (in .) ....... _ ..... .. 
Journal radius, TO . ( in. ). ______________ _ 
Outcr ractius of fl oaLing bearing. " .(in .) . 
C learance of i'Ulcr bcaring, e,. (in. ) ..... 
Clearance of o uU"" bearing. C2 t tin. ) ___ _ 
C learance ratio, e'(e' .. ... _ ......... .. 
Ratio of rad ii , n /rl ............ __ ... . 
Calculat.ed operatin g characteristi cs: 
Sommerfeld number: 
Equivalent. j1urnal b('uring, D. ___ _ 
Inner bearing,. 1 __________________ _ 
Outer bearing, S, .... _ ......... _ .. . . 
Spced ratio, N,/N o ______ .. __ ........ . 
peed of fl oating slee ve, iV" (rpm) ... . 
F low ratiO, Q,IQ. __ .... ____ ...... ____ _ 
R atio of hea t gcnerated , [ /JI ll • . _____ _ 
T emperature criterion, '1' ____________ _ 
20, 000 20, 000 20, 000 20, 000 20. 000 
5 eenLipoise =O.72X IO'" reyns 
100 100 100 100 100 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 I I t I 
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
O. 002 O. 004 O. 00 I O. 002 O. 002 
O. 002 O. 002 O. 002 O. 00 I O. 004 
1.0 05 2 0 0 5 20 
1. 2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
36 
49. I 
22. 7 
0.37 
7300 
2. 2 
0. 64 
3.5 
9 
10. 9 
13. 1 
0. 21 
4200 
O\~ 
1. 5 
144 
222 
33. 6 
0. 54 
10, 800 
10.6 
0. 46 
22.9 
36 
44. I 
56 
0.23 
4500 
017~ 
1. 5 
36 
55.5 
. 4 
0.54 
to. 800 
10.6 
0. 46 
22.9 
The r esults pre en ted in table I demon trate th e wide 
difference in performance that can be caused by r elatively 
light changes in Lhe ililler and outer clearance. Such 
learances mu t be controlled to very clo e tolerance if the 
performance of a full-floating bearing is to be predi cted . 
By changing only the clearance , the speed ratio in the table 
varied from 0.21 to 0.54 . 
The decrea e in the total heat generated in the two film s 
of a full-floa ting bearing over that generated in the single 
film of an equivalent bearing i illu trated by Lhe claLa in 
table 1. E vid ently , lhe total heat generated in a full-floating 
bearing may be a little a one-half that generated in an 
equivalent journal baring. By the proper adjustment of 
clearances, the combin ed effect of increa ed oil flow and 
deereased heat generation may yield a temperature criterion 
that is greater than 20. B earings 2 and 4 illu trate the 
manner in which the clearance may be cho en to cause the 
inner bearing to fail fir t. 
The load capacity of a bearing is directly proportional to 
the ommerfeld num.ber. Compari on of the ommerfelcl 
numbers of bearings 1 and 5 (each having the ame inner 
clearance) shows that the load capacity of the inn('r bearing 
i omewhat improved by increa ing the ratio of clearances 
from 1 to 2 bu t at Lhe ame time the load apacity of the 
outer bearing i con iderably reduced . The clearance com-
binations of bear ing 3 and 5, in which the raLio of clearances 
is equal to 2, are advan tageous from a con id ration of the 
operating temperatUl"e of the bearing ('Y i approximately 23) . 
This increa cd cooling capacity, however, is obtained at the 
ex--pense of a decrea e in load capacity. Thi effecL i found 
to be the general case. 
The best combination of clearance to be used depends 
upon the cond it ion under which the bearing mu t operate. 
If the speed of the journal i hi o-h and the load is relatively 
light, cooling the bearing i the paramount problem ; under 
------' 
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such circumstances a raLio of clearances greater than 1 might 
be employe]. It hould be not d, however, that the mca-
sur d peed ratio of th full-floating bearing became Ie 
reproducibl a tbe ratio of clearance wa inerea eel. 
From an over-all consi leraLion of bearing operation, includ-
ing reproducibility, load capacity, and cooling capaciLy, a 
ralio of clearance of a liLtl Ie than 1 would be desirable 
for mo L full-floating bea.rings. Thi bearing will be Lable 
and will have approximately equal load capacit ies in the 
imler and outer oil .film. When'a thi bearing will not 
have the maximum temperatme criLerion, it cooling capac-
ity will be about twice that of an equivalcnL jomnal bearing. 
(b) 
(d) 
(a) Rotating sloe\'e, ullidirectionalload. 
(e) EQuh-alont to (b), relath'e to point on 
load vector. 
(a) 
(e) 
(el 
(b) Rotating slee\'c, rotating load (rclative 
to ground). 
(d) Nonrotating slee\-e, rotat ing load (rola-
tive to ground ). 
(e) Equivalent to (d), relative to point on 
load vector. 
FJGUIlE IO.- Diagrammatlc representations of noating bearings subjected to unidirectiona l 
and to rotating loads. 
F LL-FLOATI ' G BEART WITH ROTATI G LOAD 
Free sleeve.- The foregoing di cu ion pertain to a full-
floating bearing under a unidirectional load, a diaO'rammati-
cally sho w'n in figme 10 (a). The opera ting characteri tics 
are ignificantly changed when a bearing of thi typ is sub-
jected to a rotating load. The most common ca e, in which 
tbe load rotates at the arne speed a Lhe haft, will be con-
sidered in the following cliscu ion. (e fig. 10 (b).) Inas-
much a it i difficult to vi ualize the effective motion between 
the bearing urfaces when the load is rotatinO', it i advan-
tageous to employ an equivalent diagram ori ent d with 
re pect to a£L\:ed point on the load vector (fig. 10 (c)). Com-
pari on of thi diagram with figme 10 (a) indicates that the 
rotating and tationary elements are interchanged. The 
equation and charts of the foreO'oing analy is may therefore 
be made applicable to a bearing operating under a rotating 
load by imply changing th notation, that i , by numbering 
the uccessive urfaces inward from the ou tel' urface rather 
than outward from the umer surface. (ee symbol Ii t .) 
The ratio of radii i les than 1 for a bearing operating 
under a rotating load wherea thi ratio wa alway greater 
than 1 with a 1.l0idirecLionalload. loa much a the curves 
of figures and (3 ar relatively flat for high valll s of om-
merfcld number, ' here the full-floating bearinO' i of most 
in terest, curves for value of ra tio of radii Ie s than 1 are Ul-
eluded only in figure 7. The peed ratio will evidently be 
greater for a bearing ubjected to a rotating load than for a 
bearing upporting a uni iirectional load; the temperature 
criterion is al 0 lightly greater. It, should be noted that the 
equivalent journal beariog used in the comparison with a 
full-floatulg b arinO' ubjeeted to a rota ting load had a 
diameter an 1 clearance equal to that for the outer bearing. 
On the other hand , the equivalent journal bearioO' used in 
the comparison with a unidu'ectionally loaded full-floating 
bearing had a diameter and clearance equal to that of the 
iilller bearing. 
Restrained sleeve.- In order to improye the over-all load 
capacity of a floating bearing, tone and nclerwoocl (refer-
ence 9) propo cd a baring with a nomotating Ie eve 
(fig. 10 (d») . RotaLion of the floating clement is pI' vented by 
loosely pinning it to the outer bearing surface in uch a way 
that curvilinear translation (irrotational motion) i permitted. 
The equivalent diagram with re pect to the load vector is 
givcn in fiO'ul'c 10 (e) . The load capa ity of the inner b ar-
ing i then equal Lo the capacity of the equivalent journal 
bearing for ,,-hich Ce=C2 and re=r2~7'1, wher as the load 
capacity of the outer bearing i twice the capacity of the 
equivalent j01unal bearing. The heat generated, however , 
in the floating bearing i always greater than that developed 
in the equivalent journal bearing a i evident from the 
following equation, which may be develop d by a sequence of 
steps similar to Lho e used in deriving equation (5): 
H / = 1 + (0.) [30~1 ,/l=-n1:_ .. /1 ~ n e2] 
II. C2 1bn.(1-n.)+ 7T . (12) 
where Ht' i th toLal heat generated per unit time in the 
bearing of figure 10 (e), and the sub eript 1 and 2 refer to 
the outer and inner oil film, re pectively, of the floating 
bearing. 
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The quantity H/, /He i hown in figme 11 plotted again t 
the ommerfeld num bel' for a conventional bearing having 
a diam eter the arne as that of the inner jomnal of the float-
ing bearino-. Wherea th additional heat generated in the 
floating bearing over the heat developed in a imilal' equiv-
alent bearing is small for lightly loaded bearings, this addi-
tional heat may be a mu ch a 100 percent gr ater than the 
heat generated in the equivalent bearing under heavy load. 
A beftring having similar pl'operties und er a unidirectional 
load i obtained by 100 ely pinning the floating clement to 
the haft . 
OTH ER DESI GN CONSID E R ATIO S 
The full-floa ting bearings shown in figme 10 (a) and 10 (c) 
will operate at a lower temperature than an equivalent 
jomnal beru'ing of Cl=CZ=Ce bu t the load capacity will be 
reduced by a factor equal to the peed ratio . Thi lower 
operating temperature is due to the combined effeets of cle-
crea cd heat generaLed in the oil film and increa ed oil flow 
tbl'ough Lhe bearing. The floa ting bearing, which has a non-
rotating sleeve (fi g. 10 (d )), will have a load eapacity equal 
to the capacity of the equivalen t joumal bearing but will 
operate at a temperatme intermediate between the tempera-
ture of the equivalent jomnal bearing and that of the full-
floating bearing with rotating leeve. The decision to 1'e-
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strain the floaLing sleeve depend upon whether bearing 
temperature or load capacity i the cri ti al factor. 
SUMMARY OF RE ULT 
An analysis of full-floating bearings operating under either 
a Uludirectional or a rotating load ha been made and a de-
ign chart i pre ente 1 from which the impol'tant operating 
characteristics of uch beru'ing may be obtained. This 
analysis enabled the following ob ervations to be made: 
1. The floating sleeve operated over a wiele range of peeds 
for a given haft peed; tbe exact peed of the clement prin-
cipally d pended on the ratio of clearances an 1 the ratio of 
radii. 
2. The speed ratio of Lhe full-floating bearing became 
increa ingly irreproducible a the ratio of clearance was lll-
creased above 1. 
3. Les total heat wa generated in the two oil film of a 
full-floating bearing than was generated in the single oil film 
of an equivalent joul'llal bearing (if the floating sle ve was 
no t r estrained from rotating). 
4. The over-all cooling capacity of a full-floating bearing 
wa always greater than that of an equivalen t jOID'Dal 
bearing. 
5. The failm' of the floating leeve of a full-floa ting bear-
ing to tart always from 1'e t, when under load, would be an 
important consideration in the d ign of this bearing. 
6. The floa ting Ie ve was ob erved to whirl at rotative 
speed of this clement a low as 50 rpm uncleI' light load. 
The peed of the whirl wa ob erved to vary from 0.329 to 
0.717 t ime the iloating- leeve speed a the speed of the sleeve 
varied from 217 to 630 rpm. 
7. The load capaci ty of a full-floating bearing was less 
than that of an equivalent jomnal bearing if th clearances 
between all mating mfaces were the same. By adjusting 
the clem'anees for a fujI-floating bearing, Lhe load capacity 
would be greater or Ie s than that of a conventional jomnal 
bearing of the arne haft diameter. 
AmCRAF'l' E NGI E R ESEARCH L AB ORATORY, 
N ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AEROXAUTICS , 
CLEVELAND, OHIO, January 1, 1947. 
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF EQUATIO S FOR SPEED OF FLOAT! G SLEEVE 
Expre ions are fir t derived for Lhe friction torques 
acting on the journal and bearinO' surface of a conventional 
journal bearing. '1'hese expre ion may then be used to 
obtain the friction torque , which act at the inner and outer 
surfac of a full-HoaLing bearing. Th e following as ump-
tion are involved in the derivation: 
(1) Lubricant is ewtonian. 
(2) Flow is laminar. 
(3) There is no lip b tween fluid and wall. 
(4) Inertia effect of flu id may be neglected. 
(5) WeiO'ht of fluid may be neglected. 
(6) Fluid is incompre ible. 
(7) Film pre sure i constant with depth of film. 
(8) CUl'vature of film may be neglected. 
(9) Film are so thin that they may be unwrapped. 
(10) lopes of unwrapped films a1' so small that the (;0 ine 
of the angle is unity and the ine of the angle i eq ual to the 
angle in radians. 
(11) Vi co i ty of the fluid i uniform throughout the film. 
DERIVATION OF GENE RAL FRICTJO ' TO RQUE EQUATIO S 
A conventional journal bearing is hown operating under 
load in figure 12. In the y tern of coordinate employed, 
y 
... --- ----- sdxdy 
pdydz 
- t---(p+ -i!-d:rJdydz 
dy ,~ \_ .. ___ H -
Y 1..- /,/ " ... --------;=. s d x d z \, Ds -- (5+ ax dx) dxdy 
z 
FWURE 12.-Diagrammatic representation of forces acting on joW'nal bearing operating under 
load, showing forces upon elementary panicle of lubricant in direction of motion . 
10 
the x-axis extends along the urface of the bearing but i not 
attached to thi urface. Consider the free-body diagram of 
a particle of lubricant with all force acting upon it parallel 
to the :1'-axi. The urn of all the e force mu t be zero; 
that i , 
p dy dZ-( p+~~ dx )dy dz +(s+~y dy)dX dz-s dx dz+ 
(s+~: dz )dX dy- s dx dy=O (Al ) 
or 
(A2) 
By N ewton' law of viscous flow 
(A3) 
From q1.1ations (A2) and (A3) , noting that g~ < <g~ because 
the III bl'icant film is thin 
(A4) 
The following equation is obtained by integrating twice with 
respect to y and evaluating the con tant of inLegration from 
the following condition : 'U= Ub when 1/=0. and 'U= Uj 
whcn y= h: 
From equations (A3) and (A5) 
lop }.L 
s ='2 OX (2y-h) +h (Uj - Ub) (A6) 
When a conLinuous oil film i a sumed to extend around th e 
bearing (a full journal hearing), tb e fri cLion torque acting 
upon the bearing urface i 
Becau e dx=rdO, 
and th erefore 
the following intf'gratioD may be performed by part 
12". op 12". 12". dh h - dO = ph - p - do o 00 8=0 0 do 
(A7) 
(A ) 
(A9) 
(AI 0) 
(All ) 
AK Ai\'"ALY IS OF TH E FULL-FLOA'l'ING JOUR~AL BE ARIN G 11 
o and h ence from equa tion 
(A12) 
Th e film thickness at any point in the oil fi lm (fi g. 12) 
can be expre cd to a good approximation a 
h= c (l +co 0) 
where b earing attitude n=~' 
C 
From equation (A12) and (A 13) 
(A1 3) 
Inasmuch as all force acLing on tb e bearing in a direction 
perpendicular to the line of e nter 00' (fig. 12) must b e 
zero for equilibrium 
rL e" r Jo Jo psinodOdz= W sin 4> (A15) 
From equaLions (A14) and (A15) 
(A16) 
The following expre ion for th e torqu e acting upon th e 
journal surface may be imilarly derived: 
(A17) 
APPLI CATION OF FRI CTION-TO RQ UE EQUATIONS 
A full-Hoa ting bearing is diagrammati ally hown in figure 
13 . The torque TI and Tz, which act upon th e inner and 
outer urface , 1'e pectiv 1y, of the floating bearing, mu t be 
eq ual in accordance \viLh tatic equilibrium. Expre ion 
for TI and Tz may be obtained by ubsti t uting the proper 
dimension from figure 13 in equation (A16) and (A17), 
re pectively. 
2 ' zL (27r1'oNo 21ft l I) 7rJ.L1 1 ---- ---
T - _ n 1c1 TX! . '" + 60 60 (AI ) 1 - 2 VI' sin 'P 1 I 2 
CI'Y 1-nl 
(A19) 
(A20) 
Equating (A19) and (A20) and no ting that roN o- rl TI = 
rl(No- N I ) to a very good approximation 
(A21) 
The following equation i obtained by replacing W in 
equation (A21 ) wiLh it equivalent 2Lr 1P 1, wh re PI i the 
unit b earing load acting on tbe proj ectrd area of th e inner 
bearing: 
No=(l + clrz: 1-nI2)1\ 1+ czrl ) 1- n22 
15cI I -nI 2P J ( . . ) 
? 2 C2n2 sm 4> +clnl sm 4>1 
1f- J.L1\ 
(A22) 
Th e vi cosities of th e inner and outer oil films have been 
con idered equal in t.he foregoing derivation . 
W 
AB : e l 
BO = ez 
F WUHE J3.- D iagrammatic representation of forces act ing On full -floating j ournal beari ng 
operating under load. 
The attitude angle 4> (fig. 12) bas a value of 900 wh en a 
load of any magnitude i impo ed upon a full joul'llal bearing 
of infinite length (reference , p. 107) . The ignifican tend 
flow associa ted wi th bearings of fini te leng th causes tbis 
atti tude angle to vary with load. The manner in which th e 
attitude angle for thi bearing varie wi th load cannot be 
analytically expres cd ina mu ch as th e differential equation 
I 
I 
_J 
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for the pre ure distribution in the 10ad-carryinO' oil film of 
a fu ll journal bearing of finite length has not been olved in 
clo ed form. Pubh hed re ult of several experimental 
inve tigaLions of this problem are available, a well as 
approximate solution for par tial bearings. (ee references 
10 to 14.) Thi work indicates that, a the bearing i 
loaded, the journal conteI' move alonO' a path imilar to the 
one hown in figure 14. It will therefore be a umed in tili 
w 
FWlJRE 14.- Path taken by center of journal as applied load is incre cd. 
inve tigation that, a load is applied, the jonrnal cen tral 
moves along a circular arc in accordance with the following 
expre 1011: 
e=c co </> (A23) 
in </>= 1-n2 (A24) 
From equations (A22) and (A24) 
(A25) 
Further simplification of this equation require a relation 
between the load acting on the bearing and the resu lting 
attitude. Whereas thi expression i unavailable for a bear-
ing of finito longth, the equation for a full journal bearing of 
infilli te length (1' feron ce , p. 120) i 
5(2+n2) (1_n2)1 /2 
'7l'2n (A26 ) 
ommerfeldnumber is, in general , only of qualitative value. 
trictly used, it should be applied only to bearing of infinite 
leng th but when employed for the purpose of comparing 
t\ 0 bearing of the arne fu1ite length , tho error introduce 1 
by ignoring end leakage tend to cancel each oth l'. 
wift (reierence ] 5) analytically show that the load 
capacity of a unidirectionally loaded bearinO' in which both 
journal and bearing ro tate in the arne direction (a in fig. 12) 
i the arne as though tho journal alo no were to 1'0Late at 
a speed oqual to tho um of tho actual journal and bearing 
peeds . Stone and Underwood (reforence 9) have expe ri-
mentally v rified wift' analytical 1'e ult. Therefore, in 
applying equation (A26) to th inner oil film of a full-floatinO' 
bearing, Lhe speed to be used is N o+ Tl and equation (A26) 
then becomes 
For the outer oi(film equation (A26) become 
82= (~)2 }J-Nl = 5 (2 + n22) 2 (1-n22) 1/2 C2 P2 '7l' n2 
(A27) 
(A2 ) 
Equation (A25 ) , (A27 ), and (A2 ) may be combined to give 
(A29) 
and 
(A30) 
tETROD OF CONSTRU CTING C HARTS 
Equation (A27) , (A29), and (A30) may be II ed to con-
tl'uct chart from which values of the speed ratio Ni l No may 
be determined for any value of the omm rfeld n umber for 
given value of ratio of clearance c 21cI and ratio of radii 1'211'1' 
The eq L1ence of operation to be followed in obtaining uch 
chart i summarized a follows: 
(a) Ohoose values for C2/Cl and 1'2/1'1' 
(b) For the value of (a), plot n2 again t nl by use of 
equation (A30) . 
------ ------------ --------
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( ) Plot 8 1 against nl by u e of equation (A27). 
(d) For a given value of I, find the corre ponding values 
of nl (from CtITve of (c» and nz (from ctITve of (b». 
(e) ubstitute the e values of nl and n2 in equation (A29) 
and cl etermjne the cOJTesponding value of the speed ratio 
l/No. 
(£) R epeat this proced ure using other value of 8 1 to obtain 
data for a CtITve of NJ/No against I corresponding to the 
chosen value of C2/C, and r2/rl' 
In practice, 8 1 (equation (A27» is not a conveni nt variable 
to u e becau e it is nece ary to know the speed NI of the 
floating leeve a well a the shaft spe d No before 1 may 
be determined . A more convenient variable is 
(A3 1) 
The quantity I may be expressed in terms of 8 0 from equa-
tion (A27) and (A31) a follows: 
(A32) 
This eqllation may be used to replot speed-ratio curves against 
the ommerfeld number 0 insLead of 8 1. A number of 
sp ed-raLio curves obLained in Lhi manner arc hown in 
figure 3. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Sym-Designation bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL ______________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Cm= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 
Z Yawing _______ 
N 
Cn=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y~Z RoIL _______ 
'" 
u p 
Z~X Pitch. _______ (J v q 
X--+Y Yaw 
- ------
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), Ii. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
p/D 
V' 
V. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ;D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient Co= 9nr. pnLF 
p 
o. 
1') 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = fD6 pn 
5/lfi 
Speed-power coefficient = " Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-l (2~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=0.9863 hp 
1 mph=0.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 It 
1 m=3.2BOB it 

